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The papers in this volume formed the programme of the 1st International Conference on Computational Models of Argument (COMMA), which was hosted by the Dept. of Computer Science of The University of Liverpool from Sept. 11th–12th, 2006. This conference originated from the ASPIC project1 from which significant support has been received. The organisers are happy to take this opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of ASPIC towards arranging this inaugural meeting of COMMA.

The field of argumentation, once the preserve of linguistic and philosophical investigation, is now rightly seen as providing a core approach of great significance to many aspects of Artificial Intelligence. A central challenge for A.I. researchers, however, concerns how best to develop the long established body of work from more speculative disciplines, such as philosophical treatments of argument and reasoning, into effective and practical computational paradigms: one aim of COMMA, well reflected in the papers contributing to this volume, has been to engage with the issues raised by this challenge. Thus the topics addressed range from formal questions involving properties of algorithms and semantic models, through proposals for robust implementation of argumentation based systems, to reports of applications built on argumentation technology.

It is, of course, the case that the success of any conference depends not only on the quality of the research presented but also on the contributions of many other individuals. The organisers are grateful to the members of the Programme Committee and additional reviewers whose detailed reports and subsequent discussions considerably eased the diffult task of forming the final selection of papers. It is also a pleasure to thank Ken Chan, Phil Jimmieson and Dave Shield for their work in providing technical support throughout the period from the initial announcement to the conference itself, together with Thelma Williams who kept track of assorted budget and financial matters. In addition the editors appreciate the efforts of Carry Koolbergen, Maarten Fröhlich, and PaulWeij of IOS Press in promptly and efficiently handling the many questions that arose during the preparation of this volume. Finally, and by no means least, we thank Catherine Atherton who maintained the conference web pages as well as dealing with general queries.
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Dynamically Reconfigurable Systems: Architectures, Design Methods and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	Dynamically Reconfigurable Systems is the first ever to focus on the emerging field of Dynamically Reconfigurable Computing Systems. While programmable logic and design-time configurability are well elaborated and covered by various texts, this book presents a unique overview over the state of the art and recent results for dynamic and...
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Understanding .NET (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2006
Microsoft's .NET is revolutionizing Windows-based software development. Since its initial release in 2002, .NET has changed significantly, becoming the foundation for a new generation of Windows applications. The .NET Framework and Visual Studio, the two core aspects of this initiative, provide a multilanguage environment in which developers can...
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Compact Slot Array Antennas for Wireless Communications (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		
			This book describes and provides design guidelines for antennas that achieve compactness by using the slot radiator as the fundamental building block within a periodic array, rather than a phased array. It provides the basic electromagnetic tools required to design and analyse these novel antennas, with sample calculations...
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Living the Brand: How to Transform Every Member of Your Organization Into a Brand ChampionKogan Page, 2004
A company’s workforce is its most valuable asset. It is the employees who translate an organization’s strategy into reality, who interact with consumers and who determine the corporate brand.

In this fully updated second edition, Nicholas Ind demonstrates how a participatory approach can enhance employee commitment, improve...
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Bayesian Hierarchical Models: With Applications Using R, Second EditionCRC Press, 2019

	
		An intermediate-level treatment of Bayesian hierarchical models and their applications, this book demonstrates the advantages of a Bayesian approach to data sets involving inferences for collections of related units or variables, and in methods where parameters can be treated as random collections. Through illustrative data analysis...
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Emotional Design: Why We Love (Or Hate) Everyday ThingsBasic Books, 2003
By the author of The Design of Everyday Things, the first book to make the connection between our emotions and how we relate to ordinary objects-from juicers to Jaguars. Did you ever wonder why cheap wine tastes better in fancy glasses? Why sales of Macintosh computers soared when Apple introduced the colorful iMac? New research on emotion and...
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